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Introduction
This document provides a quick and simple guide for the basic storage and
networking configurations of a VMWare ESXi server and how to attach an AccelStor
iSCSI storage appliance. This guide will provide examples of iSCSI configurations on a
NeoSapphire 3405. Essential iSCSI storage performance and basic path redundancy
can be achieved by following and successfully completing the setup steps in this
guide.

Prerequisites
This document is prepared and released by AccelStor technical support team, in
order to assist customers in setting and configuring a AccelStor iSCSI AFA product.
Readers of this document are suggested to have:
⚫ Essential network configurations knowledge
⚫ Basic familiarity with iSCSI storage concept
⚫ Basic familiarity with VMWare vSphere client console interface.
For AccelStor partners who require additional assistance in configuring and
demonstrating storage virtualization with AccelStor AFA products, please contact
AccelStor for more details.
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Hardware Configurations
Storage
Model: NS3405
Image version: 1.1.0 (build 3485)
SSD Configuration: 3MG2-P SSD (880GB) x 10
Thin Provisioning Ratio: 1X

VMWare ESXi Server
CPU: Intel Xeon E5-2667 v4 @ 3.2GHz
Memory: 64GB DDR4 2400
VMWare version: VMWare ESXi 6.0.0 (Build 3380124)
10GbE HBA: Intel X520-2 (10G ports x 2)

Additional Equipments
SuperMicro 24 ports 10GbE switch

Software Configurations
VMWare ESXi Server
ESXi version 6.0.0 (VMKernel Release build 3380124)
VM guest OS: Windows 2012 R2 build 9600

VMWare vSphere Client
vSphere Client version 6.0.0 (Build 3249451)
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Physical and Logical Topologies

Notice: The above diagram illustrates a full view of both the physical networking
deployment and a logical view of iSCSI relative entities. You can use this as a
reference structure for deploying a system with dual data ports connecting to the
storage (i.e. 2x 10Gb ports) connecting to dual data ports on the ESXi server. If the
number of data ports increases, complexity of the topology will increase respectively
and the obtained result may vary according to changes in the configurations.
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Storage Configurations
1. Configure IP addresses of the data ports to be connected to the ESXi server.
2. Create a volume with required capacity.

3. Create multiple iSCSI targets for the same LUN (volume) for multi-path
connections between the ESXi server and the storage. (In this practice 4 iSCSI
targets are created and mounted to each volume for iSCSI performance
enhancement via multiple paths.)

4. In the iSCSI targets options, leave the portal options empty. By default when this
option is left empty for an iSCSI target, all targets are discoverable on all data
ports on the storage. However, you may manually configure this option to only
allow the iSCSI targets to be discoverable on specific data ports.
5. Repeat steps 1~4 for all volumes to be mounted onto ESXi servers as datastores.
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ESXi Configurations
Tasks:
a. Add and configure the Software iSCSI initiator.
b. Create a new virtual switch and vmkernel ports for iSCSI traffic.
c. Optimize vSwitch settings for iSCSI traffic.
d. Configure vmkernel port bindings for iSCSI traffic.
e. Configure iSCSI targets discovery.
f. Adjust multipath policy to optimize performance.
Step by Step Configurations:
1. In the inventory, click on the ESXi server and switch to “Configuration” tab.

2. Click on “Storage Adapters” and click on “Add”. Then select “Add Software iSCSI
Adapter” and click OK.

3. In the inventory panel, switch to “Networking”, and click on “Add Networking”
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4. Select “VMKernel”, and click on “Next” to continue.

5. Select ALL the 10G interfaces to be used for outgoing iSCSI connections from the
ESXi server. Click on “Next” to continue.
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6. Modify the “Network Label” Name if required, and click “Next”.

7. Assign a pre-allocated static IP address to the VMkernel port for communicating
to one of the 10G data port IP addresses on the storage. Click “Next” to continue.
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(In this practice, two 10G ports are to be configured for iSCSI connections, so
configure the first VMkernel port to the same subnet as one of the 10G ports on
the storage.)

8. Click “Finish” to complete the settings.
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9. Click on “Properties” of the new created vSwitch.

10. Click “Add” to add the 2nd VMKernel for iSCSI. (If you need to configure more
ports for iSCSI connections, create a corresponding amount of VMKernel ports
accordingly. For example, 4 VMKernel ports for 4 physical vmnic uplinks)

11. Repeat previous steps 4~8 to complete the settings for additional VMKernel ports.
The completed topology should include a matching number of VMKernel ports to
the number of Physical Adapters (vmnic uplinks).
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12. Click on the “Properties” of the vSwitch again, select one of the VMKernel port
and click on “Edit” to adjust settings of the VMKernel port.

13. In the “General” Tab, adjust the MTU to 9000.
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14. Switch to the “NIC Teaming” tab, check the “Override switch failover order”.
Move down the Physical vmnics in the list to leave only one vmnic in the Active
Adapters section. (Notice: Assign a different active vmnic to each VMKernel port
here)

15. Repeat the above steps (12~14) for the other VMKernel port.
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16. In the vSwitch ports view panel, select the “vSwitch” and click on “Edit”.
17. Adjust the MTU of the vSwitch to 9000, and click on “OK”.

18. In the Inventory view, switch back to “Storage Adapters”.
19. Right click on the iSCSI Software Adapter vmhba37 and select “Properties”.
20. In the Properties panel, switch to Network Configuration tab, and click “Add”
under the VMKernel Port Bindings list. (This step builds up bindings between the
VMKernel and the VMKernel ports for iSCSI discovery and connections.).

21. Select and add both 10G ports to use for iSCSI connections in this practice. (If in
your case there are more than two ports, select all of them).
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22. Make sure all VMKernel ports in the new vSwitch have kernel port bindings
configured properly. Close the Properties.
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23. In the iSCSI initiator Properties panel, switch to the “Dynamic Discovery” tab. At
this point both (or all) data ports on the storage should be visible and
discoverable to the ESXi iSCSI initiator. Click “Add” and enter the IP addresses of
the data ports to be discovered. Close the iSCSI initiator after all portal IP
addresses have been entered.

24. Click on Yes when being prompted for a rescan.

25. A successful completion of the above steps should then bring out a list of
discovered and connected iSCSI disk devices (LUNs) in the Devices list.
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26. Manual adjustment of the multipath policy is required for each device. Right click
on any of the devices in the list and select “Manage Paths”.

27. In the dropdown menu, select “Round Robin (VMware)” and click on “Change”.
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All path status will become “Active (I/O)” after the change becomes effective.

28. A list of all paths connected to all devices can be checked under the Paths view.

In this practice, there are two volumes configured on the storage, for each
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datastore there are 16 paths (2 ports x 2 paths x 4 targets = 16).
29. In the Inventory, switch to “Storage”, upon successful of the above steps, the new
iSCSI datastore appear in the list.
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Optimizing Round Robin Policy
By default VMware uses Most Recently Used pathing policy for all configured iSCSI
datastores. Although in this practice we adjusted the policy to round robin to achieve
better performance, for an optimized result the settings need to be further
fine-tuned.
By adjusting an advanced parameter within the VMware round robin PSP, it is
possible to further define when I/Os happen, how frequently the round robin policy
switches between different logical paths to a specific device. The default setting of
the VMware round robin policy switches between different I/O paths with every
1000 I/Os, which usually results in unbalanced I/O loadings between the paths and
impacts the overall performance. For an optimal performance and a faster failover
speed in a case of failure, it is recommended to adjust this setting to switching
between paths immediately with every I/O.

This I/O setting can only be adjusted with esxcli command. The ID of the target
datastore needs to be identified first:
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And then the advanced settings of the datastore can be adjusted using the following
command in ESXi SSH CLI:

esxcli storage nmp psp roundrobin deviceconfig set --device eui.34074f4dbc4042e9
-I 1 -t iops
Modified settings can be verified using the following command:

esxcli storage nmp psp roundrobin deviceconfig get --device eui.34074f4dbc4042e9
In the displayed result, make sure the IOOperation Limit value has been changed to 1
and the Limit Type is set to “Iops”. Rebooting the ESXi server might be required for
this setting to take effect in some cases.
Effective settings of a specific device can be verified with the following command,
and completes the iops limitation settings adjustment in this section.

esxcli storage nmp device list -d eui.34074f4dbc4042e9
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Guest OS Configurations
With the iSCSI volume successfully connected and mounted on the ESXi server as a
datastore, the storage space can start to be configured for accesses from guest VMs.
1. In the vSphere client panel, expand the VM list at the left, and right click on the
target VM, select Edit Settings.

2. In the VM Properties window, under the Hardware tab, click “Add”.

3. Select Hard Disk, and click Next.
4. Select “Create a new virtual disk” and click Next.
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5. Adjust the Capacity of the virtual disk to required size, and select “Thick
Provision Eager Zeroed” for Disk Provisioning type to obtain optimal
performance.

In the Location option, click Browse and select to the iSCSI datastore configured
in the previous sections of this guide, then click OK. Click Next to continue.
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6. Leave all Advanced Options as default and click Next to continue.

7. Click Finish to complete and virtual disk settings, and click OK to end the
configuration.

8. A noticeable progress bar then appears in the recent task list in the vSphere
client console; wait for all virtual disk configuration tasks to complete.
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9. The virtual disk can now be accessed from the guest OS as a new disk device.
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